THE  FOUR  GEORGES
another across the Parliamentary stage, and their great-
ness is shown by the fact that Burke, Sheridan, and
Windham, who would have been in the first flight in
any other age, were definitely on a lower plane when
compared with them. The Englishman has a rooted
dislike of principles in the abstract, and it is only when
they become personified in an individual that he grows
enthusiastic about them. The long duel between Pitt
and Fox in the eighteenth century, like that between
Disraeli and Gladstone in its successor, raised the prestige
of Parliament by letting the country see that the problems
in which it was interested were being discussed at West-
minster. In the days of Walpole such had not been the
case, for the division in all classes on the dynastic question
was certainly not reflected in the Houses of Parliament
with their overwhelming Hanoverian majorities. Fur-
thermore, the protagonists fought as if they meant it, and
not as if the fight were prearranged. In character as
well as in policy, the two men were as the poles asunder,
and the twenty years of their rivalry marked the apogee
of Parliament in Great Britain: for the first, and possibly
the last, time it was the mirror of that part of the nation
which was articulate.
William Pitt was the second son of the great Chatham,
and had been born in 1759, that annus mirabilis in which
Canada was won, and Hawke destroyed the French
fleet in Quiberon Bay. His mother was a Grenville, and
it was from that side of the family he inherited the
aloofness upon which contemporaries placed such stress.
From the beginning he was his father's favourite, and
Chatham described the boy as "the hope and comfort
of my life". That his son should enter public life at the
earliest possible moment was Chatham's aim, and young
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